
Five Stars Review

Wilson Wang
1 review

4 weeks ago

Easy, pleasant shopping experience! Great as a gift for that special someone, beautiful designs with nice 
subtle details that gives it special meaning and significance.

Call Us Now

(213)222-8168

Location
Pacific Place Downtown Seattle 
600 Pine St #137 Seattle, WA 
98101

Email Us

love@victoriadarling.com

Irene Rozp
1 review

a year ago

Victorias and Darling necklaces are so beautiful. They are very high quality, and I love that the length can 
be adjusted. Very pretty necklace perfect for a gift or for yourself. Plus their packaging is so gorgeous.

Enhance 03
1 review

a year ago

I love jewelry and this @victoriadarlingjewelry necklace is so so beautiful.

This @victoriadarlingjewelry
“Bottom of my Heart” necklace is made with 14k Gold Vermeil. I love that this necklace is adjustable and 
you can make it short or long with the adjustable ball in the back and can be worn reversible front and 
back with the cute logo design.

This is such a thoughtfully designed necklace with amazing details. The packaging is so beautiful and it’s 
gift ready for your loved ones .

Abeera Ghufran
1 review

a year ago

I love the packaging and quality of this necklace 😍

Hillary Blank
1 review

a year ago

Totally obsessed with the Heart on a Sleeve necklace.  The necklace is made with amazing quality and is 
advertised just as described. They have great customer service and fast shipping too.

Michelle Tzou
1 review

a year ago

Love their necklaces! So pretty and the clasp-less design is so unique!

Nicole Ivantchev
1 review

a year ago

I love how you can easily adjust the length of the necklace and makes a perfect gift to a loved one !

Chanel EJ
4 reviews

a year ago

Cutest necklace ever! I love how i can adjust the length of the necklace- it's just so dainty and beautiful! I 
get a lot of compliments whenever I wear this necklace! Definitely recommend their necklaces to anyone 
who loves accessories!

COFFEE CUP CONVERSATIONS (SASSYPENCIL)
3 reviews

a year ago

Gorgeous necklace, unique design with sliding silver button with attached intial and heart, great 
Valentine's gift, sparkles.

Judith Ray
1 review

a year ago

I love my Victoria & Darling necklace. It is so delicate and feminine, yet well-made and high quality.  The 
classy packaging let’s you know right away that there is something special inside.

Brillare US
1 review

a year ago

What a great company! Literally one of the best jewelry brands I've ever purchased from ❤

ULBOSS __
4 reviews

a year ago

I really liked the quality of the neckless! Thank you!

Karen Dinh
3 reviews

a year ago

It’s absolutely stunning.  Beautiful key pendant and unique design at the back. I love the chain and the 
adjustable necklace length.  It goes well with all my outfits.  I am gonna wear it everyday.
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